Summary of Services
Community College Executive Forum
Membership Services
Community College Executive Forum membership includes complete, unlimited access to the
services listed below:

In-Depth Best Practice Studies—Comprehensive reports containing detailed profiles of dozens of innovative
practices and strategies, implementation road maps and advice. Member organizations have unlimited access
to all Best Practice Profles.
Strategy Reports—Condensed studies meant for broad distribution to key leadership constituencies at
member universities. Strategy Reports will be available in unlimited quantity.
Dedicated Advisor—Senior member of Forum staff who will serve as primary point of contact and will
facilitate service utilization and dissemination of breakthrough practice reports, tools and dashboards.
Annual President’s Roundtable—One day sessions designed for Forum staff to present the major research
findings from the year and facilitate discussion amongst Presidents on how to introduce these ideas to their
own organizations.
Leadership Summit—One day summits for Cabinet executives and rising leaders to review our research on
selected hot topics from the current year’s research and to network with peers
Hot Topic Webinars—Hour-long educational intensives facilitated by research leaders to provide discussion
and implementation support on topics covered by the Community College Executive Forum, without the burden
of travel. Hot Topic Webinars are open to all staff at member institutions.
Onsite Working Session—At no additional cost, senior Forum staff will travel to a member organization to
engage and enfranchise an audience of the member organizations’ choosing. During the onsite, we present the
year’s breakthrough practice research or help “unpack” the practices to help put them into place at your
organization.
Diagnostic Tools, Dashboards, Customizable Presentation Decks, and Implementation Toolkits—
Tools, dashboards and templates accompanying Best Practice Studies for benchmarking performance, making
the case for implementation, and identifying areas for future improvement.
Unlimited Access to EAB Experts—Direct and immediate access to analysts, researchers and senior
consultants in the Community College Executive Forum to discuss any practice, troubleshoot problems related
to implementation or run deep on unique issues. Staff is available to provide follow-up support and networking
contacts, as well as share documents obtained during the course of research.
Ask EAB—Members can access a dedicated team of EAB content specialists who can track down answers to
your particular questions, leveraging a combination of existing EAB research, external research sources, as
well as calling on peer institutions when necessary.
Community College Insights—Weekly email sent by Forum experts showcasing ongoing research, analysis
of breaking news, and overviews of important higher education trends. Available to all staff.
Online Research Database—Dedicated website for member organizations, providing full online access to the
entire library of the Community College Executive Forum’s work.
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